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Addendum to Staff and Volunteer General Points 

 

General policy to remain unchanged apart from: 

 In the event of multi unexpected staff/volunteer absences on any one 

day a trustee or Buddies’ Coordinator should be contacted if one not 

already present, e.g., the trustee and the Coordinator for that session are 

both off sick. 

 A trustee or Buddies’ Coordinator should be present during any one full 

session. It is acknowledged there will be times when this is not always 

possible for the full session, for example, leaving to attend meetings. 

 If no trustee or Buddies’ Coordinator can be present for a full session 

(exception above acknowledged) due to unexpected absence 

arrangements may have to be made to close the relevant session by 

contacting all member family or support staff to have members taken 

from the building. The decision to remain open will depend on the age, 

experience and number of remaining staff/volunteers (as determined by 

the insurers) and that decision will be taken by a trustee or Buddies’ 

Coordinator unless arrangements are already in place. 

 No person can be in charge of a session without the relevant PVG 

clearance or if they are under 21 

 All staff/volunteers to let Buddies’ manager know if there are changes to 

the staff timetable: the staff rota has to be filled in correctly for each 

session.  All staff and volunteers should be aware of the staff rota for 

their session.  

 The staff rota is not valid without a trustee or Buddies’ Coordinator 

present: lack of appropriate senior staff can invalidate the company 

insurance. 

 No session should be run without reference to the policy on staff to 

member ratios.  
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